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WTVP-TV ASCERTAINMENT 
PROGRAM-PROBLEMS LIST 

JANUARY-MARCH, 2010 
 
Business/Finance/Jobs 
 
Market to Market 
Hosted by Mark Pearson, nationally recognized for his agribusiness and rural 
expertise, Market to Market continues its tradition of solid reporting on the issues 
confronting farm country and expert analysis of major commodity markets that 
fuel the rural economy. 
Sundays, Jan. 3-Mar. 28, 2010 1 p.m. 30 minutes each Iowa Public TV 
 
Nightly Business Report 2010 
A series designed to give viewers a context and analysis of the day’s business 
news so that they can maker better financial decisions. 
Monday-Friday, Jan. 4-Mar. 26, 2010 30 minutes each PBS   
 
America’s Heartland  
This 22-part series celebrates United States agriculture by spotlighting the 
diverse group of men and women, who grow the country’s crops, raise its 
livestock, tend its nurseries and prepare its good. The series portrays the works 
of agriculture, horticulture and aquaculture through fascinating stores and 
characters, innovative ideas and enticing travel destinations. 
Thursdays, Jan. 7-Mar. 25, 2010 11:30 a.m. 30 minutes each APT 
 
Frontline – The Fall of Lehman 
In the beginning, well before the bank failure that sent the country into full-scale 
financial meltdown in the fall of 2008, there were warning signs at Lehman 
Brothers that went unheeded. FRONTLINE traces the largest bankruptcy in 
history back to the late 1990s when the venerable Lehman Brothers bank 
decided to do business with a dubious mortgage lender who was being sued for 
fraud.  
Tuesday, Jan. 26, 2010 9 p.m. 60 minutes PBS 
 
AT ISSUE – Helping Rural Communities #2215 
Colleen Callahan, Director of Illinois USDA Rural Development, Chris Merrett, 
Director of the Illinois Institute for Rural Affairs and a small town representative 
discuss rural economic development with host H Wayne Wilson. (Repeated 
Sunday at 4:30 p.m.) 
Thursday, Feb. 4, 2010 8:30 p.m. 30 minutes WTVP 

 
Frontline – The Warning 
In the devastating aftermath of the economic meltdown, FRONTLINE sifts the 
ashes for clues about why it happened and examines critical moments when it 
might have gone much differently. Looking back into the 1990s, producer/director 
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Michael Kirk ("Inside the Meltdown," "Breaking the Bank") discovers early 
warnings of the crash, reveals an intense battle among high-ranking members of 
the Clinton administration and uncovers a concerted effort not to regulate the 
emerging, highly complex and lucrative derivatives markets, which would 
become the ticking time bomb within the American economy. 
Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2010 9 p.m. 60 minutes PBS 
 
Environment 
 
PBS Previews: The National Parks: America’s Best Idea 
PBS presents a preview of the new Ken Burns film NATIONAL PARKS: 
AMERICA'S BEST IDEA. The 12-hour, six-part documentary series, directed by 
Burns and co-produced with his longtime colleague, Dayton Duncan, who also 
wrote the script, is the story of an idea as uniquely American as the Declaration 
of Independence and just as radical: that the most special places in the nation 
should be preserved, not for royalty or the rich, but for everyone. 
Friday, Jan. 1, 2010 9:30 p.m. and other dates and times 30 minutes PBS 
 
The National Parks: America’s Best Idea 
This film explores how the national park system came to be and works its way 
chronologically through the history of the national parks featuring characters -- 
some famous, most not, from every walk of life -- who dedicated their lives to 
insuring all could enjoy these places.  
Wednesdays, Jan. 27-Mar. 3, 2010 8 p.m. 12 hours PBS 
 
Before There Were Parks: Yellowstone and Glacier Through Native Eyes 
From time immemorial, Native Americans have regarded the lands now called 
Yellowstone and Glacier as significant and sacred. Today, nearly 30 tribal 
nations maintain official ties to these national parks, and many tribal leaders 
consider ongoing Native involvement in these areas necessary to the long-term 
health of America's endangered indigenous cultures. 
Monday, Feb. 1, 2010 9:30 p.m. 30 minutes PBS 
 
Nature 
The Beauty of Ugly 
Not only can the bizarre be attractive, it can also provide just the edge a creature 
needs to succeed in a difficult environment. 
Sunday, Feb. 7, 2010 7 p.m. 60 minutes PBS 
 
Remembered Earth: New Mexico's High Desert 
New Mexico's high desert is a captivating land of hallowed mountains, red rock 
canyons and vast, sere plateaus. In "Remembered Earth," filmmaker John 
Grabowska and Indian author N. Scott Momaday present a vision of hope for 
humankind's relationship to the natural world by interpreting the myth, beauty and 
power of a scarred but sacred landscape of the American West.  
Sunday, Feb. 21, 2010 9:30 p.m. 30 minutes PBS 
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Ribbon of Sand 
The Outer Banks of North Carolina are a slim and moving line of sand in the 
open Atlantic. Many travelers think they know these islands, but south of 
Ocracoke Inlet there rises a luminous bar of sand 60 miles in extent, with no 
roads, no bridges and no hotels. These are the wild beaches of Cape Lookout -- 
one of the few remaining natural barrier islands in the world. At once an 
exaltation and elegy, "Ribbon of Sand" profiles this seascape and the transitory 
islands that are doomed to disappear. Meryl Streep reads excerpts from Rachel 
Carson's writings. 
Sunday, Feb. 28, 2010 9:30 p.m. 30 minutes PBS 
 
GoGreener 
GoGreener is an upbeat hour-long, motivational special that provides simple, 
practical ways to become a more mindful consumer and save money. 
Thursday, Mar. 11, 2010 7 p.m. 60 minutes PBS 
 
Frontline – The Quake 
Correspondent Marin Smith and his team arrived in Port-au-Prince, Haiti within 
days of one of the most devastating earthquakes in history to report on the 
disaster and the ill-coordinated relief efforts in the poorest country in the Western 
Hemisphere. The Quake asks, can the world do better in responding to natural 
disasters? 
Tuesday, Mar. 30, 2010 9 p.m. 60 minutes PBS 
 
Government/Politics 
 
Washington Week 
PBS' longest-running public affairs series, hosted by Gwen Ifill, features 
Washington's top journalists analyzing the week's top news stories and their 
effect on the lives of all Americans. 
Fridays, Jan. 1-Mar. 26, 2010 7 p.m. 30 minutes each PBS                   
 
Illinois Lawmakers 
On January 13, Governor Pat Quinn will deliver his State of the State Address. 
An Illinois Lawmakers analysis will follow and include interviews with media 
representatives and legislative leaders of both political parties. 
Wednesday, Jan.13, 2010 Noon 90 minutes IPBC 
 
Tavis Smiley Reports 
"One on One with Hillary Clinton" 
Smiley travels with Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and they talk about  
her first year as America’s chief diplomat. The program has exclusive access to a 
state department diplomatic mission to the Middle East. 
Wednesday, Jan.27, 2010 7 p.m. 60 minutes PBS           
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At Issue – Peoria County Sheriff Republican Primary #2214 
Host H Wayne Wilson sits down with Mike McCoy, the incumbent and Vince 
Wieland, the challenger for the office of Peoria County Sheriff. (Repeated 
Sunday at 4 p.m.) 
Thursday, Jan. 28, 2010 8 p.m. 30 minutes WTVP 
 
Frontline – Flying Cheap 
One year after the deadliest domestic airline accident in seven years, 
FRONTLINE investigates the crash of Continental 3407 in Buffalo, NY, and 
discovers a dramatically changed airline industry, where regional carriers now 
account for half of the nation’s daily departures. The rise of the regionals and 
arrival of low-cost carriers have been a huge boon to consumers, and the 
industry insists that the skies remain safe. But many insiders are worried that 
now, 30 years after airline deregulation, the aviation system is being stretched 
beyond its capacity to deliver service that is both cheap and safe. 
Tuesday, Feb. 9, 2010 9 p.m. 60 minutes PBS 
 
At Issue – City Budget Concerns #2218 
The mayors of Normal and Peoria, and the executive director and deputy director 
of the Illinois Municipal League will discuss the impact on cities of growing 
pension costs, diminishing state-shared revenues and changes in the Freedom 
of Information Act.  
Thursday, Feb. 18, 2010 8:30 p.m. 30 minutes WTVP 
 
At Issue – Fair Map Amendment #2219 
The Fair Map Amendment, which calls for a change in the way political district 
boundaries are determined, needs 500,000 signatures by May in order for 
citizens to vote on its merits in the November election. Guests Brad McMillan of 
the Illinois Reform Commission and Jan Czarnik, executive director of the Illinois 
League of Women Voters will discuss the current method and the new method 
under the plan. 
Thursday, Feb. 18, 2010 8:30 p.m. 30 minutes WTVP 
 
Illinois Lawmakers 
Governor Pat Quinn will deliver his FY 2011 Budget Message. An analysis will 
follow and include interviews with media representatives and legislative leaders 
of both political parties.  
Wednesday, Mar. 10, 2010 Noon 60 minutes IPBC 
 
Lincoln’s Illinois Scrapbook 
This program combines taped visits to Lincoln sites in the state, a look at 
important Lincoln-related items held by the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library 
and Museum in Springfield, and commentary by a variety of guests on topics 
ranging from Lincoln's life from New Salem until Congress (1831 - 1846), 
religious influences on Lincoln's life, and Lincoln's life as an attorney riding the 
Eighth Judicial Circuit. 
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Tuesday, Mar. 16, 2010 9 p.m. 90 minutes WTVP 
 
Health/Science/Technology 
 
Second Opinion 
This long-running series engages a panel of medical professionals and lay 
people in honest, in-depth discussions about life-changing medical decisions. 
Sundays, Jan. 3-Mar. 28, 2010 11:30 a.m. 30 minutes APT 
This Emotional Life 
This three-part series explores ways to improve social relationships, learn to 
cope with depression and anxiety and become more positive, resilient 
individuals. Harvard professor Daniel Gilbert, author of Stumbling on Happiness, 
hosts. The first episode looks at the importance of relationships and why 
they are central to emotional well-being, the second at facing our fears, and the 
third at happiness. 
Mon.-Wed., January 4-6, 2010 8-10 pm 360 minutes PBS 
 
The Human Spark 
In this three-part series, Alan Alda discovers, from visits to sites where 
Neanderthals once lived, that they were tenacious and resourceful. They, our 
ancestors, were strikingly different, possessed of what we are calling the Human 
Spark, capable not only of art but of innovative technology and symbolic 
communication. One of the questions Alan explores: Where and when did the 
Human Spark first ignite? 
Wednesdays, Jan. 6-20, 2010 7 p.m. 180 minutes PBS 
 
At Issue – Illinois State Medical Society #2213 
Dr. James Milam, president of the Illinois State Medical Society, talks with host H 
Wayne Wilson about health care reform and other pressing issues. (Repeated 
Sunday at 4:30 p.m.) 
Thursday, Jan. 14, 2010 8:30 p.m. 30 minutes WTVP 
 
Influenza 1918 – American Experience 
As the nation mobilized for war in the spring of 1918, ailing Private Albert Gitchell 
reported to an army hospital in Kansas. He was diagnosed with influenza, a 
disease about which doctors knew little. Before the year was out, America would 
be ravaged by a flu epidemic that killed 600,000 people -- more than died in all 
the wars of this century combined -- before disappearing as mysteriously as it 
began. 
Monday, Jan. 18, 2010 8 p.m. 60 minutes PBS 
 
Minds on the Edge Facing Mental Illness 
This program connects the dots between personal dilemmas facing individuals 
and families who are living with mental illness, medical practices that can be 
obstacles to treatment, laws that may have unintended consequences and public 
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policies that all too often fall short in responding with programs that could make a 
positive difference. 
Sunday, Jan. 24, 2010 4 p.m. 60 minutes PBS Plus 
 
Quest: Investigating Our World 
This six-part series profiles the dynamic scientists unveiling new and exciting 
innovations throughout northern New England. 
Tuesdays, Jan.26-Feb. 23, 2010 8 p.m. 60 minutes each APT 
 
The Chemo Ate My Homework 
In the safety of the classroom, away from surgeries, radiation, and 
chemotherapy, young cancer patients at St. Jude Children's Research Hospital 
teach their teachers how to cope with grief, live for today, and value the life of the 
mind. 
Sunday, Jan. 31, 2010 10:30 p.m. 30 minutes NETA 
 
Independent Lens – The Eyes of Me 
This program offers an up-close look at four teens that have lost their sight. It 
follows their struggles to fit in, prepare for college and live independently. This is 
an extraordinary peek into the world of blind teenagers where crossing an 
intersection, cooking a meal or navigating unfamiliar areas can be a challenge 
that sighted viewers never consider. 
Sunday, Mar. 7, 2010 11 p.m. 60 minutes PBS 
 
Taking Control of Diabetes with Dr. Neal Barnard 
The nutrition expert reveals groundbreaking research and scientifically proven 
methods that move beyond simply managing diabetes to taking control of it. 
Tuesday, Mar. 9, 2010 7 p.m. (Multiple repeats) 60 minutes PBS 
 
Science Mission 101 
This program is an educational, competitive reality-style program geared to 
middle schoolers. Host Mike Lee challenges two teams of high school students - 
Team Awesome and Team Dominate - to unravel the scientific mystery of why 
only certain strains of the bacterium Salmonella make people sick.  
Friday, Mar. 26, 2010 10 p.m. 30 minutes APT 
 
Youth/Education 
 
Interesting People 
Interesting People host Ed Sutkowski talks with Dr. Andrew Morgan, founder of 
the Penguin Project, which gives children with disabilities a chance to participate 
in the performing arts. 
Sunday, Jan. 3, 2010 12:30 p.m. 30 minutes WTVP 
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Biz Kid$ 
Anybody can be a Biz Kid with effort and the right attitude. Biz Kids identify a 
need, make a plan, and take action. You'll meet a skateboard designer, a rap 
music producer, a boy who started a rock-a-thon to raise money for hospital 
rocking chairs, and more. 
Sundays, Jan. 3-Mar. 28, 2010 5:30 p.m. 30 minutes each PBS 
 
Growing in Wisdom and Grace 
Spalding Institute and the Academy of Our Lady taught more than academics. 
These two schools helped formed the morals, values and faith of generations of 
students who continue to shape our Central Illinois community. From outsmarting 
dress codes to insights on Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, generations of alumni share 
memories and discuss the lasting influences from their school years in this 
WTVP production. Featuring the memories of Jim Maloof, Coach Ed Bradle, Rita 
Haas, Tim Irwin and more.  
Tuesday, Jan. 19, 2010 8 p.m. 60 minutes WTVP 
 
Interesting People 
Interesting People host Ed Sutkowski talks with Dr. John Erwin, President of 
Illinois Central College. (Repeated Sunday at 12:30 p.m.) 
Wednesday, Feb. 3, 2010 10:30 p.m. 30 minutes WTVP 
 
Social Issues 
NOW 
Through documentary segments and interviews with original thinkers, NOW goes 
beyond the noisy churn of the news cycle and gives you the context to explore 
your relationship with the larger world. 

Fridays, Jan. 1-Mar. 26, 2010 7:30 p.m. 30 minutes PBS 
 

Bill Moyers Journal 
This weekly public affairs series features interviews and news analysis on a wide 
range of subjects, including politics, arts and culture, the media, the economy 
and issues facing democracy. 

Fridays, Jan. 1-Mar. 26, 2010 7:30 p.m. 30 minutes PBS 
 

Independent Lens 
Young @ Heart/George and Rosemary 
The surprising, delightful, entertaining and inspiring members of the 
Young@Heart Chorus, a New England senior citizens chorus, have charmed 
audiences worldwide with their renditions of songs by everyone from the Clash to 
Coldplay. As Stephen Walker’s critically acclaimed documentary begins, the 
retirees, led by their demanding musical director, are rehearsing their new show, 
struggling with Sonic Youth’s dissonant rock anthem “Schizophrenia” and giving 
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new meaning to James Brown’s “I Feel Good.” What ultimately emerges is a 
funny and unexpectedly moving testament to friendship, creative inspiration and 
expectations defied.                                                                                     
Tuesday, January 12, 2010 8 pm 120 minutes PBS 
 
Hope for Haiti Telethon 
Public television stations received special waivers to broadcast this plea for 
humanitarian aid after the devastating Haiti earthquake. 
Friday, Jan. 22, 2010 7 p.m. 120 minutes PBS 
 
Life – Part 2 
Boomer Marriage 
Former Ms. Magazine editor Suzanne Levine (Fifty Is the New Fifty: Ten Life 
Lessons for Women in Second Adulthood), therapist Terrence Real (The New 
Rules of Marriage: What You Need to Know to Make Love Work) and psychiatrist 
Janet Taylor discuss how baby boomers have changed the face of marriage. 
Wednesday, Jan. 27, 2010 10 p.m. 30 minutes PBS Plus 
 
Independent Lens – Hip-Hop: Beyond Beats and Rhymes 
This film takes an in-depth look at machismo in rap music and hip-hop culture -- 
where creative genius, poetic beauty and mad beats collide with misogyny, 
violence and homophobia.  
Sunday, Jan. 31, 2010 11 p.m. 60 minutes PBS 
 
Independent Lens – Herskovits at the Heart of Blackness 
Using photo-montage recreations, interviews, animation, original field footage 
and recordings, the film examines the forgotten legacy of Melville Herskovits. The 
controversial Jewish anthropologist's writings in the 40s and 50s challenged 
widely-held assumptions about race and culture by insisting we look at the world 
through each other's lives and histories. 
Sunday, Feb. 7, 2010 11 p.m. 60 minutes PBS 
 
Faces of America 
Professor Henry Louis Gates, Jr. uses the latest tools of genealogy and genetics 
to explore the backgrounds of some of America’s best known celebrities and then 
looks at the wider immigrant experience in an attempt to discover what made 
America and what makes us. 
Wednesdays, Feb. 10-Mar. 3, 2010 7 p.m. 240 minutes PBS 
 
Dr. Wayne Dyer: Excuses Begone! 
Through Dr. Dyer's process of identifying excuses which are self-defeating, he 
teaches that we can choose our way of thinking. And, just because something 
has "always seemed to be the way it is" for most of us, there is a wealth of 
research that now points to a human being's ability to change these habits - 
which really translate into our excuses - and move into new realms of possibility. 
Monday, Mar. 8, 2010 7 p.m. 120 minutes PBS 
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Independent Lens 
Butte, America 
You see the world differently when you work underground. That made Butte, 
Montana different right from the start as immigrants came from around the world 
to work the mines. But what they blasted out of the 10,000 miles of tunnels was 
more than just copper. It was the rise of unions and multinational corporations, 
and the seeds of the current debate over the environment. 
Sunday, Mar. 21, 2010 11 p.m. 60 minutes PBS 
 
War/Terror/Crime 
 
Frontline – A Death in Tehran 
At the height of the protests following Iran’s controversial presidential election 
this summer, a young woman named Neda Soltani was shot and killed on the 
streets of Tehran. Her death – filmed on a cameraphone, then uploaded to the 
web – quickly became an international outrage, and Soltani became the face of a 
powerful movement that threatened the hardline government’s hold on power. 
Tuesday, Jan. 19, 2010 9:30 p.m. 60 minutes PBS 
 
Bombing of Germany – American Experience 
This film examines the defining moments of the offensive that led the U.S. across 
a moral divide. Weaving together interviews with WWII pilots and historians, and 
archival footage of the bombing and its aftermath, the film is a reminder of the 
dilemma imposed by war's civilian casualties, a topic that continues to resonate 
as America enters the eighth year of fighting in Iraq and Afghanistan.  
Monday, Feb. 8, 2010 8 p.m. 60 minutes PBS 
 
Victory in the Pacific: American Experience 
In this provocative, thorough examination of the final months of World War II, this 
film looks at the escalation of bloodletting from the vantage point of both the 
Japanese and the Americans. 
Monday, Mar. 29, 2010 8 p.m. 120 minutes PBS 
 
Minorities 
 
At Issue – Combating Community Racism #2216 
Representatives from Canton, Pekin and Normal discuss efforts to develop 
tolerance and improve the image of their communities. (Repeated Sunday at 
4:30 p.m.) 
Thursday, Jan. 28, 2010 8:30 p.m. 30 minutes 
 
Independent Lens – Lost Souls 
In 1999, filmmaker Monika Navarro's uncles were deported from the United 
States to Mexico, forced to leave the only country they knew and, as servicemen, 
had pledged to protect. Set against the backdrop of increased attention to the 
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U.S.-Mexican border, this program explores national identity, the lives of 
immigrants and what happens after deportees are sent to a homeland they no 
longer consider home. 
Sunday, Mar. 28, 2010 11 p.m. 60 minutes PBS 
 
Tavis Smiley Reports – MLK: A Call to Conscience 
This show delves into one of Martin Luther King Jr.’s greatest speeches, “Beyond 
Vietnam: A Time to Break Silence,” which Dr. King delivered on April 4, 1967, at 
the Riverside Church in New York City. Today this speech is acknowledged to be 
one of the most powerful ever written by Dr. King and Tavis will deconstruct the 
meaning of the speech, as well as put it in a contemporary context, particularly in 
light of our nation’s current conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
Wednesday, Mar. 31, 2010 7 p.m. 60 minutes PBS 
 
Communications/Media 
 
Interesting People 
Interesting People host Ed Sutkowski talks with Bradley Men’s Basketball coach 
Jim Les about the current season and his past experiences in college and NBA 
basketball. (Repeated Sunday at 12:30 p.m.) 
Wednesday, Jan. 6, 2010 10 p.m. 30 minutes WTVP 
 
At Issue – Tale of Two Facilities #2212 
Kate Francis, President of Galesburg’s Orpheum Theatre talks with host H 
Wayne Wilson about the future of the historic venue. 
Thursday, Jan. 7, 2010 8:30 p.m. 30 minutes WTVP 
 
Interesting People 
Interesting People host Ed Sutkowski talks with Gordon Honegger, the co-
chairman of Hometown Community Bancorp, which is the combined divisions of 
Morton Community Bank. (Repeated Sunday at 12:30 p.m.) 
Wednesday, Jan. 20, 2010 10 p.m. 30 minutes WTVP 
 
Digital Nation 
Frontline producer Rachel Dretzin teams up with one of the leading thinkers of 
the digital age, Douglas Rushkoff, to continue her exploration of life on the virtual 
frontier and explore what it means to be human in a world immersed in 
technology. 
Tuesday, Feb. 2, 2010 9 p.m. 90 minutes PBS 
 
At Issue – Keeping the Arts Healthy #2217 
Representatives of the Peoria Symphony, Cornstock Theater, the Peoria Civic 
Center and others will look at efforts to establish an enduring cultural arts 
community. 
Thursday, Feb. 11, 2010 8:30 p.m. 30 minutes WTVP 
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Interesting People 
Interesting People host Ed Sutkowski talks with Stacy Cordery, author and 
Professor at Monmouth College. (Repeated Sunday at 12:30 p.m.) 
Wednesday, Feb. 17, 2010 10 p.m. 30 minutes WTVP 
 
Interesting People 
Interesting People host Ed Sutkowski talks with University of Illinois Men’s 
Basketball coach Bruce Weber about the current Illini season. (Repeated Sunday 
at 12:30 p.m.) 
Wednesday, Mar. 3, 2010 10:30 p.m. 30 minutes WTVP 
 
Deadlines & Dollars 
An insightful documentary that looks at how profit and efficiency have eroded the 
public service mission of local commercial news. 
Sunday, Mar. 7, 2010 4 p.m. 60 minutes NETA 


